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WITNESSES OF THE THIRD COMING: THE ROCK AND ROLL DIARY OF 
A JAZZ FAN 
 
by John Clare 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
[This article appeared in the first edition of the magazine Extempore, November, 
2008, where Miriam Zolin was managing editor.] 
 
1. Antebellum 
 
Here is some contrary motion. Before rock and roll became rock—before the advent 
of the intellectual rock writer—this was the music of working class youth. It was soon 
the universal teenage music, as swing had been the universal youth music in another 
era; but it had that rebel cachet, and of course it carne directly from black and 
hillbilly minorities. Barely in advance of the rock and roll era, my family moved from 
Sydney to a company house in a leafy Essendon street replete with box hedges, and 
we became middle class overnight. My father, after much hard post war grind, had 
been sent to manage a cardboard carton factory in North Melbourne. 
 

 
 
John Clare: No sooner did his family become middle class, after a move to 
Melbourne, than he became a juvenile delinquent… 
 
I never really adjusted to this southward but upward movement. No sooner 
did we become middle class than I became a juvenile delinquent. By 1955 I had run 
away from home, stolen three cars in a hungry race to places where there might be 
work—unlikely as it was that a 14-year-old appearing down the road from nowhere 
would be employed—and finally rolled an FJ Holden ute down a hillside near 
Queenbeyan, where I went to jail, awaiting the juvenile court. 
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This shook me up, and I was desperate to atone for the distress visited on my 
parents. I was also curiously still and hollowed, waiting to be filled by a new self. I 
did not feel like a teenager anymore. Fortunately, my art teacher at Essendon High 
used a contact to get me a job in the advertising department of the Myer Emporium, 
where I soon became the youngest person to design ads there that actually appeared 
in the paper. Just as rock and roll broke we got our first record player: a maple wood 
radiogram, monophonic but with a biggish speaker at either end of the cabinet. This 
gave a sumptuous spread of sound, an effect which surely influenced Phil Spector 
who remained monophonic well into the stereo era. A word here in praise of the 
acoustics of the suburban lounge room—not too dry, not too live: a plush receiving 
space. 
 
I was immediately a rock and roll fan, though somewhat detached from its 
ethos by then. My favourite was Little Richard. His band, driven on most of his 
hits by the great drummer Earl Palmer, developed a frightening momentum, like 
a big machine on the point of shaking itself apart. Richard’s voice was like blue 
metal, high, accurate and thrilling. It reminded me of the rising frenzy of a race 
caller, lofting over back fences from a radio where working men stood roaring and 
moaning at the finish. 
 

 
 
Little Richard: his voice was like blue metal, high, accurate and thrilling... 
 
Along with my rock and roll singles I began to buy albums on hire purchase 
that I thought my parents would like: The Student Prince soundtrack with Mario 
Lanza; Nat King Cole, etc. They showed no interest in the beautiful instrument 
they had bought, but stuck to the radio in the kitchen. Until we got TV the lounge 
was rarely used. It was my music temple. Actually, I loved Nat King Cole. As we had 
become teenagers back in old Maroubra, we would hear his wide soft voice like a 
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Nat King Cole: his wide soft voice was like a hibiscus wind, filling the air from 
speakers on the beach promenade…PHOTO CREDIT WILLIAM P GOTTLIEB 
 
hibiscus wind, filling the air from speakers on the beach promenade. When he sang, 
‘They tried to tell us we’re too young! Too young to really be in love,’ we knew this 
was code for ‘too young to have a root’. Little did they know. Unknown to me at that 
time, Sydney bodgies were jiving to dissonant Stan Kenton arrangements played by 
the Gaiety Milk Bar Big Band in Oxford Street. Rock and roll had replaced all that 
and rendered Nat King Cole middle-of-the-road; but I loved the way the strings and 
brass brimmed to the high ceiling of the lounge room, above the autumn leaves of the 
carpet. 
 
In my school holidays I had worked on a riding school or dude ranch way out west of 
Sydney. Country music was all-pervasive. Before my voice broke I could yodel—a 
sound I now find strangely depressing. Like Elvis, I was simply a music lover. You 
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can hear him singing songs from my childhood on home recordings in his GI days. At 
my grandfather’s house in Kingsford I had heard Beethoven symphonies distributed 
over many 78 rpm recordings. Suddenly, in Melbourne everything took on a new 
focus. I bought the album Louis Armstrong Plays W C Handy and Armstrong’s 
trumpet pierced my heart as nothing before it, releasing emotions 
that had been dammed up as I strove to be the reformed lad after my delinquency. 
 

 
 
The Louis Armstrong Plays W C Handy album: Armstrong’s trumpet pierced 
Clare’s heart as nothing before it… 
 
I bought a trumpet on hire purchase and took some lessons from Paddy 
Fitzallan. In a practice room above one of those lanes where Sidney Nolan, 
Joy Hester, Albert Tucker and others had once set up their studios, Paddy 
demonstrated—at my request—the fierce attack and high ‘shake’ employed by 
lead trumpeters. He blew straight at me, and the air seemed to shiver and granulate 
like safety glass hit with a big hammer. Someone whistled in response down in 
the dusk, and I was hooked the way true teenagers become hooked on the electric 
guitar. I developed a good sound, and began to read music quite quickly and soon 
joined some old school friends in one of those strange multi-purpose dance bands, 
playing stock arrangements of Latin hits, foxtrots, waltzes, a bit of exuberant but 
square rock and roll. To my surprise they had become jazz fans. We tried a bit of 
that, too, with fairly sad results I imagine. 
 
2. Bellum  
 
Cut to 1958. The trumpet was distracting me from work. I was looking untidy, 
coming in late because I could never break off my morning practice in time. By 
now I was Victorian lightweight champion, but gave that up in case I lost teeth or 
damaged my lip. This shocked people who thought I could have gone to the 1960 
Olympics. A sports star and a successful ad man—to throw this away! It shocks me 
as I look back.  
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At this time a character we’ll call Ray The Pay blew in from Sydney and started work 
in the production department. Ray was feverishly keen that we form a rock and roll 
band. His first unusual step as our self-appointed manager was to order us off to see 
the visiting hot evangelist Billy Graham. His interest in rock and roll was entirely 
cynical. He thought we should study mass hypnosis and hysteria; he was really a kind 
of sub sub Lee Gordon. Apart from seeming quite mad, he did know the Atlantic Ray 
Charles classics (Charles was almost unknown here until What’d I Say became a hit). 
Thus there would be a role for a one man brass section, which was me. 
 

 
 
Ray the Pay knew the Atlantic classics of Ray Charles (pictured above)… PHOTO 
COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
Frank Sommerville, a very competent pianist from Perth, began working out musical 
arrangements which were quite funky in their way, featuring trumpet blasts, down 
home piano and sometimes the supremely musical Kenny Wilkinson on conga drum 
(as on Ray Charles’s Swannee River Rock). Kenny, who was our singer in his prime 
manifestation, was a junior at Myer, and we called the band, prosaically, Kenny 
Wilkinson And The Rockers, a name that would soon go as things turned strange. 
 
Kenny was at an impossibly awkward teenage stage, so pimply and repulsive that we 
called him Rock Hudson, but he had perfect pitch and time. In Kenny’s audition, 
Frank was so impressed that he tried to throw him with tricky metres and key 
changes—none of which had any rock and roll relevance—but Kenny never put a foot 
wrong. A big Johnny O’Keefe fan, he soon fell in love with our then-underground Ray 
Charles tracks and was the first singer I heard in Australia who could produce those 
sustained Ray Charles screams: in fact, a multiphonic mesh of several notes in one. 
Our drummer, Jeff Newnham, lived up the street from me in Essendon, and we had 
already played together in the now-defunct dance band. 
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Next we found two very talented country guitarists who worked for a photographic 
studio that did work for Myer. In any break they would play together in the dark 
room. Those lads were soon completely mystified by the madness that grew around 
them. For Ray The Pay was a man of vision. His grand plan was to win the kids with 
songs and menacing routines about rumbles and rooting, after which we would 
reveal ourselves as the prophets of a new rock and roll religion. The band’s new name 
would then emerge: Witnesses Of The Third Coming. That is correct. Witnesses Of 
The Third Coming.  
 
Frank, a big jovial bear of a man, much loved by everyone at Myer, was really a deep 
cynic—also a closet gay we discovered later—and for him anything that mocked 
religion or any social convention was a fine thing. Ray and Frank had sorted 
Melburnians into such categories as Alfs, Dorothies, Freds and Mavises. The Pay’s 
sense of superiority to the proletariat (and conversely his hatred of beatniks) might 
be better understood if I told you that his mother was a barmaid who brought him up 
in notoriously rough Sydney suburbs. 
 
By an odd coincidence both of us had gained places at Sydney High, a selective 
school, but Ray was a little older and I was never sure whether I dimly remembered 
him. My stay was brief since we left soon for Melbourne, and Ray had been ordered 
to leave as soon as it was legal by his mother, who wanted the additional income 
in the house. This blighted his life, because he had a genuine interest in academic 
achievement and in the world of ideas. 
 

 
 
This was the deep suburban era in Melbourne, when Graham Kennedy (left) and 
Bert Newton reigned supreme... 
 
For myself, I felt a dark magnetic pull as my attachment to 1950s’ suburban and 
advertising values began to unravel. I still believe in suburbia and love to ride my 
racing bike through its leafy streets, but my connection is lubricated by the 
detachment of motion.  
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At first I had loved the city within a city that was Myer. Long before Andy Warhol I 
had conceived of the emporium or department store as a museum of the here and 
now (Warhol saw it as an art gallery). Your dream kitchen, your Milady’s Boutique, 
were curated exhibits of the present day. But this was the deep suburban era in 
Melbourne, when Gra Gra [Graham Kennedy] and Bert [Newton] reigned supreme. 
It was the era that inspired Barry Humphries long before Edna Everage became a 
dame. Somehow I did not belong. In fact, we watched Graham Kennedy 
manipulating his suburban audience and, correctly it now seems, recognised another 
who did not belong. Jazz and rock and roll were inhabited by very ordinary suburban 
types who happened to be musical, but they also drew the alienated, the outsiders. 
 

 
 
Cat Anderson (above): his trumpet was frightening and ecstatic, screaming above 
it all… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
Jazz opened for me because it seemed like a rich world beyond even the margins of 
rock and roll. I had an extended play of Duke Ellington’s long 1950s version of 
Perdido, in which sections of the orchestra ran in rolling unison passages. These 
were succeeded by a relay of solos from the extraordinary trumpet section, each 
player so different from the one who preceded him. Some were modern, fleet 
and boppy, some growled and talked. The individuals were on brilliant parade. Then 
it all came together as the theme was played again and again against brass blasts, 
with Cat Anderson’s trumpet, frightening and ecstatic, screaming above it all. It was 
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the apotheosis of the modern city.  My dream was to travel on trains across America 
with the Ellington orchestra, my trumpet in the luggage rack above, with the Duke 
writing music—as indeed he did—to the rhythms of the rolling stock. 
 

 
 
Duke Ellington in 1959: Clare’s dream was to travel on trains across America with 
the Ellington orchestra, his  trumpet in the luggage rack above, with the Duke 
writing music to the rhythms of the rolling stock…PHOTO COURTESY TWITTER 
 
Back to reality. Our ramshackle band began a weekly gig in a tiny town hall cum 
scout hall on the main street of a distant outer Melbourne suburb. The ground fell 
steeply away on the other side of the street into a deep gully, from which there rose a 
huge wooded hill. Standing out in the dusk before our first performance, I felt as if I 
was in the Appalachian Mountains. What would the hillbillies make of us? All this 
nervy excitement was heightened by a Ritalin tablet The Pay had given me. Adrenalin 
ran in my blood like sliding snow. These were speed tablets, used for dieting (!) 
which could be bought over the counter without a prescription. Until then I had been 
in training. I had never drunk a full glass of alcohol or—apart from some head-
spinning puffs as a boy—even smoked a cigarette. 
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Our posters actually drew at least half a hall of kids, who stood in lax or aggressively 
sceptical attitudes as we went into our Rumble routine, which was sort of 
choreographed by The Pay. This involved the band, minus instruments except for 
mine (I cradled my trumpet and stared out through shades), standing in a line, 
shuffling, stamping and mumbling. As our mumbling got louder, words and phrases 
became decipherable: ‘Rumble!... yeah, rumble tonight! Mumble mumble 
mumble...There’s gonna be a rumble! mumble mumble mumble Yeah!... We’ll smash 
them!... Yeah, we’ll root their chicks!’  
 
The looks of sneering disbelief faded when I handed Kenny my trumpet, stepped 
forward and threw some very fast combinations into the air, beckoning anyone who 
wanted to have a go to come right on up. Kenny handed the trumpet back and I blew 
a succession of screams, while the band swore at the audience and went back to their 
instruments. Then we went into Tutti Frutti with Frank standing at the piano playing 
fast rock and roll triplets like Little Richard. Among the many bizarre aspects 
confronting our conformist teenage audience were Frank’s age—he was well into his 
20s—and his beer gut shaking above the keyboard. 
 
Did they ever really like us? I don’t think so, but they sort of liked us at times, and 
something held their attention. Stark madness, I imagine. To my amazement I got a 
good reception for my instrumental version of Heartbreak Hotel. I loved the 
spiralling phrase on ‘It’s down at the end of Lonely Street’ and the tune could be 
played with a cool jazz feel. That’s the way I played it to Frank one day: slightly 
muffled, oblique, behind the beat. Frank suggested I play it through like that, then 
take it up a fourth and blast it out as a screaming blues. That spiralling phrase now 
peaked near the top of my range. One of the country guitarists shouted, Frank 
seconded him—’Yeah!’—and the Ritalin tablet really kicked in. My notes suddenly 
seemed massive, blasting through the lovely twined, panging cascades of the two 
electric guitars: all up around my head, up in my body. There is a strange excitement 
in seeing kids out on the floor staring into a mesh of sounds they had never heard 
before. To a large degree it was all an accident, grounded by Frank’s pounding 
piano—Frank always knew where he was if often we did not—yet it had some strange 
hint of what was to come on certain Miles Davis albums. When I heard those records 
more than a decade later, I could not help thinking that it was something like this 
that we, in our confused frenzy, were trying to do. 
 
Kenny’s Ray Charles stuff seemed to go past them at first, until he sang Shout! This 
brought the place down, and connection was made. They actually began to respond 
to the extended codas, with Kenny dirging, wailing nasally and screaming, in his own 
version of Ray Charles’ version of Blind Willie Johnson, with trumpet screaming 
behind him. I’ll never forget that stamping, dirging, orgiastic feel. I won’t pretend for 
a moment that our band was good, but at certain moments it was—in a weird way—
more than good. It was certainly unique in Melbourne at the time. Unfortunately, an 
off-stage counterpoint to our show had begun. Ray had stood at the door taking 
money, affably enough at first. After dropping more Ritalin, his attitude became less 
predictable. I should give you some general idea of Ray’s appearance. He was just 
under two metres in height and his shoulders sloped strangely. He was also very deep 
through the chest, and the sloping shoulders had a certain menace when his mood 
darkened. Ray’s eyes were small and pale blue, set close to his long, hooked nose; and 
his dark ginger hair was cropped unusually close for the time; much closer than the 
1950s sportsman’s crew cut. 
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In the first break a young fellow approached me, assuming that I was the leader. His 
violently cheerful T-shirt set him apart from everyone else, but it had been badly 
torn. ‘That bloke on the door tore my shirt,’ he complained, ‘I asked him something 
and he just jumped on me and tore my shirt! My mother knows the local sergeant!’ 
‘Ah,’ I jumped in, ‘now just let me tell you something about him. You see, he became 
addicted to morphine after a terrible accident. He’s fighting it. He fights it all the 
time, but...’ Still high on Ray’s pill, I improvised a maudlin and outlandish spiel that 
must have seemed like a broadcast from Mars to the boy in the beach shirt. Weirdly 
enough, it touched him. 
 
‘Gee,’ he said. ‘I feel really sorry for that bloke! I’m going to shake his hand.’ ‘Ah, well, 
er...’ I  began, but it was too late. The Pay saw him advancing with hand outstretched 
and said, ‘So you want to blue again!’ Then he fell on him and ripped his shirt right 
off his back. The poor guy ran out the door and wasn’t seen again, until he returned 
with his mother and the local cop. It was poorly timed. The Pay had a glamorous 
girlfriend called Frances, who was part of the Melbourne arts beau monde, but was 
not averse to slumming it. She turned up and the two of them disappeared for a 
while. When they came back, her immaculate white slacks were soiled with 
menstrual blood. We knew that’s what it was because Ray boasted about it later. The 
cop, the mum and the shirtless boy just goggled at them as they stood, still tongue-
kissing in the doorway. 
 
I have had a few surreal and excruciating moments in my life, but this one stands 
near the zenith. Amazingly we had, I think, another two weeks at the place, maybe 
even three, before the local Parents & Citizens Association had us shut down. I went 
back to Sydney soon afterwards and that was the extent of my career in rock and roll. 
 
3. Post Bellum 
 

 
 
The notorious witch of Kings Cross Rosaleen Norton: Clare’s landlady in Sydney 
was a friend of hers… 
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After I had gone, Rock Wilkinson & The Rockers set up again in a hall near the 
beachfront along Port Phillip Bay. On the first night someone rode a horse into the 
hall and there were three fights, two of them between pairs of girls who rolled over 
and over, scratching, punching and tearing each other’s hair. The local P&C had them 
shut down again. The Pay then got himself into trouble with his friend, whom we 
shall call The Hound, Melbourne’s top rock and roll DJ at the time. I was living in a 
boarding house at Bondi Beach then. It is perhaps worth mentioning that the 
landlady was a friend of Rosaleen Norton, the notorious witch of Kings Cross—a 
couple of her paintings hung in the hall. Ray turned up, asking if he could sleep on a 
couch for a few nights. Apparently, The Hound wanted to have him extradited to 
Melbourne as a witness to some sport of fracas. Yes, charges were involved—nothing 
surprised me at that time—but I can’t really go into it. Who knows?... the Hound 
might even sue. 
 
After that died down we began to talk about our rock and roll venture. Even The Pay 
found it hard to believe that the whole thing had happened. In fact, there is more to it 
than I have told. 
 

 
 
John Clare: hip as we thought we were, in so many ways we were profoundly 
ignorant… 
 
In one way or another I became involved with The Pay on and off for decades. At one 
stage we heard that Frank, who had been appointed advertising manager for the 
Myer Brisbane branch, had hanged himself in his flat there. By then I knew Brisbane 
quite well—I had married a girl from Annerley—and the thought of Frank killing 
himself in that hot, hostile place (as it then was) was deeply upsetting. Only then did 
we learn that Frank was gay. Suddenly it was obvious. It should always have been 
obvious. It might have made a difference. 
 
Hip as we thought we were, in so many ways we were profoundly ignorant. Still, we 
wrote a unique unwritten chapter in the non-history of Melbourne rock and roll, and 
for that I still feel some inexplicable pride. 


